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Timetabling problems often consists from various requirements which can not
be satisfied together [11]. Unsatisfiable requirements can be handled within optimization criteria as soft constraints. Such soft constraints may not be satisfied
if there are some contradictions. The remaining hard constraints must be still
satisfied. The set of hard and soft constraints can be naturally expressed using
constraint programming [3]. Unfortunately there is no system available which
would allow to use both hard and soft constraints together. There are various
systems implementing soft constraints [2] but none of them allows to combine
efficient constraint propagation algorithms for classical constraint satisfaction
problems together with the propagation for soft constraints.
Our implementation of the system for timetabling problem at Purdue University [9] was able to use both hard and soft constraints together. Hard constraints were available from SICStus Prolog CLP(FD) library [1] and soft constraints were implemented using the Soft CLP(FD) Solver [8]. This solver for
soft constraints includes the specific set of soft constraints needed for the Purdue
University timetabling problem. Our current intent is to generalize this proposal
and implement the Soft CLP(FD) Solver as an open extendable library able to
solve a wide class of problems.
The new solver allows to define soft constraints as it is shown in the course
timetabling example in Figure 1. Hard constraint disjoint2 ensures that all

(1) class_timetabling( TimesAndRooms ) :...
(2)
disjoint2( [class(Time, Duration, Room, 1) | Rest ] ),
(3)
serialized( Times, Durations ),
(4)
Time in 7..8 @ discouraged,
(5)
TimeForLecture #< TimeForSeminar @ preferred,
(6)
soft_serialized(TimeForSeminar1,TimeForSeminar2,TimeForSeminar3),
...
(7)
labeling( TimesAndRooms ).

Fig. 1. Course timetabling example
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classes in the list do not overlap in time and space. Another hard constraint
serialized allows for example to teach all classes of the same teacher at different
times. The soft constraint (4) discourages placement of the class identified by
its starting Time at seven or eight o’clock. Soft constraints can specify desired or
undesired relations between classes (5). Soft global constraint soft serialized
allows to express that seminars of the same course should be preferably taught
at different times.
While the original solver is based on partial forward checking [4], the new
proposal allows to consider AC* and NC* consistency [6]. The variables in soft
constraints are called preference variables and they are implemented using the
attributed variable [5]. The attribute of each preference variable stores the current cost for each value present in the domain of the variable. Each preference
variable is also a standard domain variable which allows to include it in any
(hard) constraint of the CLP(FD) library. The lower bound of the solution is
represented as a domain variable. Potential violations of soft constraints contribute to this cost and backtracking occurs when the lower bound of the current
partial solution is greater than some existing upper bound.
The current implementation contains the basic unary and binary soft constraints. We plan to implement some soft global constraints based on principles described in [7]. There are some proposals for soft global cardinality constraints [10] we would like to study. These could be very interesting for solving
of the employee timetabling problems. We also intend to use the solver for machine scheduling problems where various soft constraints are specified by users
submitting tasks to the problem.
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